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ABSTRACT
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Bachelor of Science in Biophysics
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Abstract:
The biogas output efficiency of controlled anaerobic digestion (AD) can be
enhanced by several different pretreatment methods to produce renewable energy.
According to the literature, there are pros and cons to each pretreatment method.
Biological pretreatment provides environmentally safe and renewable means for
enhancing biodegradability and net energy output. Current research has yet to reliably
demonstrate the ability of bacterial strains, such as Caldicellulosiruptor bescii (C. bescii),
to digest common waste substrates in efficient ways. Novel methods in key intermediate
molecular quantification and alkalinity tracking are used here to explore C. bescii’s ability
to digest lignocellulosic material in dairy manure. High-Pressure Liquid Chromatography
(HPLC) and colorimetric titration are used to track acetate and lactate as well as total
solubilized basic components. Acetate and lactate are key precursors to enhanced
production of methane gas. HPLC aided tests revealed significant millimolar increases in
these molecular intermediates post pretreatment (~5-10mM). Patterns in alkalinity
throughout the pretreatment and AD processes are set forth and supported by titration
data to show minor decreases in alkalinity during pretreatment and subsequent increases
during AD. The data suggest that C. bescii can efficiently digest this substrate and
contribute in substantial ways to increases in net renewable energy output.
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Part I:
I.

Background: Literature Review on Comparative Pretreatment
Methodology
Anaerobic digestion (AD) is a process in which bacteria break down substrates in

the absence of oxygen to produce a wide variety of products. Biomass is a common
substrate digested in the anaerobic digestion process. The AD process commonly occurs
naturally at the bottom of swamps but can be harnessed and optimized to apply in other
settings. One of these processes most commercially important products is converting
waste into methane gas – also known as biogas or biomethane – which can be used as a
source of renewable energy. The combinative power of this process is promising but
requires further research and integration to reach its fullest potential. It may aid in
environmentally friendly waste management, alleviating the world’s energy crisis, and
possibly producing fertilizer for crop growth. Part of the problem with this process is that
some wastes can be particularly difficult to break down. Examples include waste
treatment facilities output commonly referred to as waste activated sludge, and plant
matter containing the recalcitrant molecule, lignocellulose (Mudhoo, 2012).
Several of these biomass feedstocks have been shown to produce biogas using
anaerobic digestion according to Ling et al. (2012), but these bacteria are known to
convert only 30-40% of the carbon in lignocellulose, one of the main components of
biomasses, into biogas. An effective pretreatment process can be used to bypass such low
outcomes by depolymerizing lignocellulosic chains found in biomass (Mudhoo, 2012).
Such pretreatments may viably apply to other waste sources as well. A common method
for pretreatment has been chemically, but this can be cost and waste inefficient, hence the
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need to explore less costly and less toxic ways in which the combined process of
pretreatment and AD can be used as a practical source of renewable energy.
The novelty and complexity of pretreatment processes has resulted in somewhat
conflicting data among the few that have managed to publish related findings thus far.
The answer to which pretreatment method is the best may be better determined simply by
what feedstocks/substrates and materials the user has available until further research can
be done. (Mudhoo, 2012). The purpose of this review is to explain some of the most
common pretreatment techniques, how their individual efficiency makes each uniquely
useful, and the related potential for further study. To better understand the question of
which pretreatment is the most efficient, this literature review covers examples of
physical, chemical, and biological pretreatment and how some can be combined to
increase biodegradability, methane yield, and rate of yield.
A. Physical Pretreatment
The first group of pretreatment methods reviewed here are physical ones that
include the widest variety of applications. Mudhoo (2012) would consider these to be
among the most common pretreatment methods utilized experimentally to optimize AD
methane yield and increase substrate digestion. Typically, these methods target the large
physical structures often visible either by the naked eye or by use of a microscope. When
these structures are broken down into smaller pieces, a larger surface area upon which the
anaerobic bacteria can work is exposed permitting greater digestibility. Furthermore,
optimizing the anaerobic bacteria physical environment itself can aid in efficient
digestion of various biomass wastes. This section reviews the following physical
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pretreatment techniques: mechanical, hydrothermolysis, irradiation, steam explosion, and
thermal.
B. Mechanical
The first pretreatment method, mechanical pretreatment, is possibly the most
commonly used AD pretreatment method of all and involves grinding, milling, chipping
of substrates. This process reduces particle size and increases the surface area on which
the AD bacteria can later work to breakdown the feedstock further (Tsapekos, Kougias, &
Angelidaki, 2018). Tsapekos, Kougias, & Angelidaki (2015) utilized a few of many
possible mechanical pretreatment options. Originally, they used two large, heavy, rotating
metal plates with varying levels of coarseness. The substrate they focused on in this study
was ensiled meadow grass, the first of many plant-based biomasses discussed here. They
found that they could increase methane yield by anywhere between 8 and 25% when
pretreating the substrate in this way compared to the control grass with no mechanical
pretreatment. Higher yields correlated with more coarse plate coatings showing a direct
relationship between how much the grass was ground up and how readily the AD bacteria
could digest it (Tsapekos et al., 2015).
The same group’s findings from Tsapekos et al. (2018) showed similar results.
This time two perpendicular rotating mower discs broke down various types of grasses
and straw producing an average increase of 27% in biogas production. Tsapekos et al.
(2018) goes on to use linear regression statistical modeling to show that there is a
statistically significant increase in biogas yield due to mechanical pretreatment of various
lignocellulosic wastes. These two studies from Tsapekos et al. (2015) and Tsapekos et al.
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(2018) work together to provide us with a clear example of how mechanical pretreatment
by method of grinding, can increase biogas yield with a few grass-based substrates.
C. Hydrothermolysis
The second physical pretreatment, hydrothermolysis, is the technical term used to
describe soaking AD substrate in liquid hot water (LHW). Within this soaking chamber, a
high pressure is maintained in order to keep the water in a liquid form where otherwise it
would be steam at these high temperatures ranging from 150-220 oC. The hot water helps
penetrate the complex lignocellulose structure and break up two of its constituent
molecules: lignin and hemicellulose. By attacking lignocellulose at a molecular level,
LHW pretreatment successfully solubilizes these compounds, or suspends them in a
liquid rather than solid form. This once again makes the substrate easier for AD bacteria
to break down. In this case, each bacterial colony does not need to attack the physical
surfaces of the biomass but can rather collide with this molecular food source in multiple
locations suspended in the fluid mixture (Panigrahi, Sharma, & Dubey, 2019).
To analyze this technique, Panigrahi et al. (2019) used several different methods
to heat a prepared pretreatment mixture made up of a variable constitution yard waste.
They experimented with several heating methods including utilization of a hot air oven,
an autoclave, and a hot water bath. All hydrothermolysis techniques showed about a 10%
increase in biochemical methane potential (BMP) which is another way of measuring
potential biomethane yield. The rate at which the biomethane was produced was greater
as well producing 364.5 ± 11 mL/g VS in 26 days of AD rather than 328.9 ± 15 mL/g VS
in 45 days. This unit of measurement is milliliters of biogas produced per gram of volatile
solid. Volatile solids are all the solids that are considered digestible by this process and
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are mostly organic or carbon-based. Data in this form essentially shows that for every
gram of digestible or convertible waste material, the researcher was successful in
converting “x” amount of it into methane gas. This experiment highlights some more
common terminology and report characteristics by which AD efficiency can be measured.
It also provides an example of the potential efficiency of hydrothermolysis pretreatment.
Clearly, the research shows that the biogas yields due to LHW pretreatment often
need to be substantially higher in order to be considered energy efficient because the
heating and pressurizing of water alone can require a lot of energy. Considering that the
goal of this process is to produce a net gain of renewable energy (while improving waste
management) it is debatable how efficient this pretreatment technique really is (Mudhoo,
2012).
D. Irradiation
Panigrahi et al. (2019) also analyzed another pretreatment method in which
microwaves were used to irradiate and heat the water for hydrothermolysis to occur. By
using microwaves (MW), the energy consumption to heat the water can be significantly
reduced. Similar methane yield increases for yard waste AD pretreatment were found as
already mentioned in the studies of Panigrahi et al. (2019). Irradiation pretreatment is a
sort of subset type of hydrothermolysis pretreatment because the same principle of
preliminary digestion applies, but the heating method alone is different.
Hosseini Koupaie, Johnson, & Eskicioglu (2017) take the irradiation pretreatment
process demonstrated by Panigrahi et al. (2019) a step further. They discovered that
different irradiation wavelengths and frequencies could efficiently be used to heat the
water so that hydrothermolysis could occur. In particular, they found that when
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pretreating thickened waste activated sludge (TWAS), that radio wave frequency (RF)
irradiation at 13.56 MHz was more efficient in overall energy consumption in order to
obtain the target pretreatment temperature than microwave (MW) irradiation at 2.45 GHz.
This novel method has ultimately reduced the energy input required to obtain an energy
output increase commonly associated with hydrothermolysis, thereby increasing the
technique’s efficiency and viability in AD pretreatment.
E. Steam Explosion
This fourth pretreatment technique is also referred to as autohydrolysis and can
serve as a bridge into combinative pretreatment techniques. Some consider this process to
be thermo-mechano-chemical because of the complexity of what occurs in this
pretreatment technique. Eom, Chaiprapat, & Charnnok (2019) utilized this technique to
treat rubber wood waste (RW). The pretreatment consists of exposing the lignocellulosic
material to extreme temperature (160 – 260 oC) and pressure with steam. Once the
substrate has become saturated with steam, which occurs with varying amounts of time
given moisture content and structure of substrate, the pressure within this pretreatment
chamber is greatly reduced. The water vapor trapped in cell walls and within the substrate
expands rapidly and can lyse cells and create explosions within the substrate, effectively
increasing cellulose solubility and biodegradability of the target material. According to
these authors, lignocellulosic deconstruction at this level within certain substrates can
also increase levels of acetic acid which leads to further breakdown of the substrate.
Given the multiple pathways of substrate decomposition that this pretreatment technique
provides, it’s surprisingly energy efficient when compared to traditional milling
techniques that mechanically break down different substrates.
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Specifically, Eom et al. (2019) managed to measure 83.9 ± 2.9 L CH4/kg VS for
AD after about 28 days when compared to the control with no pretreatment yielding only
about 13 L CH4/kg VS with this method. This yields a remarkable 545% increase in the
methane production. The remainder of their data describes the preliminary increase in
solubility of the constituent molecules of lignocellulose and other key compounds of RW.
Overall, this pretreatment technique appears to be significantly more efficient at
deconstructing recalcitrant lignocellulose and creating more surface area for the AD
bacteria to complex with and digest. It does this so efficiently that the large energy input
required for heating the water to make steam at high pressure is overcome by the net
production of methane gas.
F. Thermal
Technically, these pretreatment methods of hydrothermolysis, irradiation, and
steam explosion can also be considered thermal pretreatment techniques since they
involve heating substrates. However, some studies take a more general approach to
efficient thermal pretreatment for AD such as the study by Mirmasoumi, Ebrahimi, &
Saray (2018). They found that current experimental results from various sources conflict
with one another on the optimal temperature for thermal pretreatment due to the high
variability in substrates and mixtures of them. They also found from their own studies
focusing on sewage sludge (SS) and food waste (FW) that thermophilic (hotter)
temperatures of around 55 oC produced greater biomethane yield than mesophilic
(moderate) temperatures around 37 oC. Lastly, they showed that thermal pretreatment was
more energy efficient than ultrasound pretreatment. This is an entirely new pretreatment
method that merely agitates substrate sample with sound waves.
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Mirmasoumi et al. (2018) analyzed this difference in efficiencies with an
important economic principle known as the levelized cost of energy (LCOE). A low
LCOE is desirable in order to produce the greatest amount of energy at the lowest cost.
These costs can come in many forms, several of which we have already discussed,
including thermal energy input, electrical energy input, cost of equipment and assembly,
cost of substrate, etc. On the other hand, this cost is reduced by different variables such as
avoided costs for landfill usage, average prices at which biogas can be sold, etc. This
group of researchers efficiently found that thermophilic (55 oC) pretreatment
temperatures worked best and reduced the LCOE of the entire process.
G. Physical Pretreatment Summary
In summation, the physical pretreatment processes can be described as
mechanical, thermal, and some mixture of the two. Some amount of physical
pretreatment allows for deconstruction of complex lignocellulosic molecular networks in
a variety of different biomass feedstocks before AD. All these pretreatment techniques
increase the biomethane yield, measured in L CH4/kg VS to some degree, but some are
statistically better than others. Research appears to show that RF irradiation, steam
explosion, and thermophilic techniques tend to reduce the LCOE more than mechanical,
sonication, and mesophilic techniques. More research needs to be conducted to provide
more conclusive substrate specific physical pretreatment efficiency data.
H. Chemical Pretreatment
The next group of pretreatments to be analyzed is chemical pretreatments which
often include addition of acids (source of H+), bases (source of OH-), or oxidizing agents
to the feedstock. Oxidizing agents require additional study to be considered efficient
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pretreatment aids, but they work in a similar way to acid and base techniques. Like
hydrothermolysis and steam explosion, these chemically treated solutions work to expand
and lyse cells and break up molecular networks. Mudhoo (2012) states that acid and base
pretreatments are particularly efficient in disrupting and deconstructing links between
lignin and other molecules, hydrolyzing hemicellulose, and breaking down xylan. He
continues by explaining some of the complex molecular networks. Lignin and cellulose
intertwine to form lignocellulose while cellulose, a common plant sugar molecule, binds
in unique ways with other sugars to make hemicellulose polymers or chains. Xylan is just
one conformation of hemicellulose that is particularly abundant in plant cell walls
(Mudhoo, 2012). Chemical pretreatment has varying effectiveness in deconstructing each
of these molecular networks to make simpler molecules and sugars for AD bacteria to
digest.
Mudhoo (2012) also reminds readers of an important problem with chemical
pretreatments in high concentrations: they can be hazardous, corrosive to equipment, and
often need to be neutralized before being transferred to AD bacteria tanks. For this
reason, chemical pretreatments are often carried out in dilute concentrations despite the
higher percent deconstruction of molecular networks with higher concentrations of acids
and bases. In addition, buildup of the complementary salt in acid and base pretreatment
(such as Na+, K+, SO42-, etc.) can inhibit pretreatment efficiency and subsequent AD
digestion efficiency. In this section, we will explore examples of acid, base/alkaline, and
oxidative agent pretreatments. A consideration of the first of several combinative
pretreatment techniques that increase the AD biomethane yield also follows.
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I. Alkaline
The first chemical pretreatment requires a basic understanding of a special class
of bases and what they can do. Bases that dissolve in water commonly include either
alkali or alkaline earth metals which explains why researchers would focus on alkaline
bases to pretreat substrates. Commonly these plant wastes have some amount of water
content or are run through some sort of hydrothermolysis as part of the pretreatment.
Therefore, it would be beneficial to use only those bases that dissolve in water and can
reach more of the substrate with greater ease. Common AD pretreatment bases include
lime, KOH, NaOH, and ammonia (Mudhoo, 2012).
Ji et al. (2017) explored one such alkaline pretreatment technique combined with
steam explosion on corn stover (post-harvest corn leftovers). The researchers tested
calcium hydroxide and steam explosion individually and then together. They found that
the greatest methane yield increase of 69.52% came from co-pretreatment or using both
techniques together. Due to some basic principles of physical chemistry, it turns out that
most of these pretreatment processes, benefit from higher pressure and temperature
(present in steam explosion and many chemical pretreatments). Both qualities allow for
greater movement of molecules at higher speeds which creates more opportunities for
collisions and decomposition reactions to occur resulting in substrate breakdown.
Creating this environment can be expensive in terms of LCOE (levelized cost of energy),
so it’s important to take advantage of each unique pretreatment’s efficiency benefits in a
calculated energetic balance to create the greatest biogas yield. This article shows how
alkaline and steam explosion co-pretreatment can mutually aid AD biogas yield.
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Another possibility in alkaline pretreatment is presented by Shen, Zheng, Zhang,
Chen, & Liu (2019). Considering that alkaline bases in pretreatment have varying levels
of effectiveness and cost, the LCOE can help determine the best bases to use. Shen et al.
(2019) used a novelty mixture of 2% KOH and 1% Ca(OH)2 instead of the original 3%
KOH which had been shown to efficiently improve biodegradability and biomethane
yield from wheat straw (WS). The new mixture proved to be just as effective in
producing a cumulative 239.8 mL CH4/g VS and was more economically viable. Shen et
al. (2019) shows how unique mixtures of bases in pretreatment can enhance biogas
production efficiency.
J. Acidic
The next chemical pretreatment technique is acid pretreatment which works in an
almost identical manner to alkaline base pretreatment but targets different parts of the
lignocellulosic structure. Wen et al. (2019) discovered a novel acid pretreatment method
for corn stover (CS) by soaking it in fresh vinegar residue (FVR) to increase biogas
production by 35.7%. The vinegar served as a source of acid and thermal co-pretreatment
was also taken advantage of. The combinative nature of thermal and chemical techniques
from this study are like those presented by Ji et al. (2017). These two studies work
together to support the idea that co-pretreatment can breakdown substrates for AD
through synergistic methodology leading to enhanced biogas production.
K. Oxidizing Agents
Another chemical pretreatment method uses oxidizing agents and is among the
most novel of pretreatment techniques. This process can still theoretically deconstruct
cell walls and deconstruct biological molecular complexes. Peracetic acid (PAA) is
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considered biocidal in fact, or efficient in destroying or harming biological organisms
(Sun, Qiao, Xu, Ma, & Zhang, 2018). A study by Sun et al. (2018) shows efficient use of
PAA in AD pretreatment on waste activated sludge (WAS). Post-pretreatment AD was
capable of producing 20.0% more biogas in 28 days in this experiment. Although the
increase doesn’t seem all that significant in comparison to the other pretreatment
methods’ methane yield percent increases, it shows a minor effectiveness in oxidative
agent pretreatment nonetheless.
L. Chemical Pretreatment Summary
In conclusion, alkaline, acid, and oxidative chemical pretreatment methods can all
efficiently increase biomethane yield in AD. Although each provides unique costs, AD
inhibitory byproducts, and corrosive potential, the efficient lignocellulosic and cell wall
destructive capacity of each can produce a worthwhile LCOE for a variety of substrates.
The requirement of constant addition of sometimes dangerous and consumable
pretreatment chemicals can be expensive though. Also, these chemicals often need to be
neutralized before subsequent AD which begs the question of whether this is the most
efficient pretreatment method.
M. Biological Pretreatment
On the frontier of these pretreatment techniques lies the third group of
pretreatment methods: biological. A plethora of different scavenger species of bacteria
and fungi keep balance throughout many environments. These organisms recycle other
dead and dying organisms providing renewed sources of nutrients to various life cycles.
The remarkable archaic anaerobic bacteria are the reason pretreatment techniques are
even being studied, so why not use another class of remarkable organisms to aid them in
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this process? Different strains of algae, bacteria, and fungi are being analyzed to see how
they might contribute to AD pretreatments. Some are more efficient than others at
“prechewing” the substrate food so AD bacteria can produce more methane gas. In this
section we will present a few examples of how bacterial and fungal organisms can
increase AD pretreatment efficiency.
N. Fungal
The first biological pretreatment option is to use special species of fungi. Several
different fungal strains exist that effectively deconstruct lignocellulosic structures in
pretreatment methods. Mudhoo (2012) discusses at least six unique fungi with significant
lignolytic, or lignin-breaking activity. He continues by explaining that the challenge with
microorganism pretreatment is that the bacteria or fungi can begin consuming the
cellulose they successfully free from lignocellulosic structures. These basic sugars are the
main source of convertible carbons for biogas production in AD. The lack of cellulose
consumption ability becomes just as important as the specific lignin deconstruction
capability of these organisms. There are many benefits to choosing these renewable
microorganisms over other pretreatment methods including simpler AD equipment, less
energy input, lower cost, and more. Further studies on the specific pretreatment efficiency
of these microorganisms is required to better understand how they affect the AD process.
Combinative pretreatment techniques can also be applied in the biological branch
of pretreatment to improve methane yield efficiency. Mahmoodi, Karimi, & Taherzadeh
(2018) utilized a dilute 1% sulfuric acid and subsequent Mucor indicus fungi
pretreatment to improve the biogas production from municipal solid waste. This group
went a step further in their studies, utilizing this fungal strain’s unique properties to
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produce ethanol as a possible liquid fuel alongside the biogas produced. Significant
values of methane gas from AD were produced, comparable to amounts obtained from
other studies (in the 300 mL CH4/g VS range). Mahmoodi et al. (2018) effectively
demonstrated how a fungus could be used in AD pretreatment to not only enhance
biomethane production, but also to produce ethanol as an alternative fuel source.
O. Bacterial
The other biological pretreatment option is to use unique types of bacteria.
Bacterial pretreatment methods function much like fungal pretreatments. Unique strains
of bacteria are targeted for their lignin removal abilities. Mudhoo (2012) mentions studies
that include at least four unique strains of bacteria that have been shown to efficiently aid
in pretreatment. Mulat, Huerta, Kalyani, & Horn (2018) display the effects of a fifth
unique strain of bacteria known as Caldicellulosiruptor bescii on birch substrate. They
combined the bioaugmentation of C. bescii with steam explosion to get a 140% increase
in the methane production from AD. Although steam explosion alone accounted for
approximately 118% of the total 140% increase, this unique bacterial strain still
accounted for 22%. Mulat et al. (2018) shows another example of successful biological
pretreatment and co-pretreatment methodology.
P. Biological Pretreatment Summary
To summarize, fungal and bacterial pretreatment methods may not always have
the same large percent increase in methane yield as some of the other pretreatment
methods, but they can be beneficial in many other ways. As one of the safest, lowest
LCOE, and renewable pretreatment techniques, biological organisms play a key role in
improving methane yield efficiency in AD. Specifically, these microorganisms tend to
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work best when they solely target the lignin structures of various feedstock wastes thus
creating much easier access for anaerobic bacteria to create biomethane. They can also be
efficiently combined with other pretreatment techniques to further increase methane
yield.
II.

Conclusion
In conclusion, the process of anaerobic digestion (AD) has the great potential to

solve many worldwide problems particularly related to alternative energy. Efficient
pretreatment techniques are the key to unlocking the fullest potential of this process and
making it economically viable. Physical processes are the most commonly employed
traditionally and create medium increases in methane yield at the price of high energy
input. Chemical pretreatments can be expensive and toxic to anaerobic bacteria and the
environment despite producing the greatest increases in methane production. Biological
pretreatments show the most promise and potential but need to be studied further to find
strains that can more efficiently increase methane yield. Lowering the LCOE (levelized
cost of energy) for the pretreatment process will encourage more people to investigate
and utilize AD.
Overall, presented physical, chemical, and biological pretreatment data provides
promising results for increasing biomethane output in AD. The best individual technique
is difficult to determine, and the many options of combined methods only complicates
this problem. Dahadha, Amin, Lakeh, & Elbeshbishy (2017) created a table to compare
many different pretreatment techniques, many of which are discussed here. Their table,
“Table 1” at the end of this paper, provides a simple summative approach to analyzing the
overall pretreatment efficiency. According to several of their findings, they state that
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although chemical and biological methods may be the best at enhancing biogas output,
that is not the only significant factor to consider. Time, energy input, and cost are just a
few of several other important factors to consider when deciding which pretreatment
method is optimal. Ultimately, more research is required to decide, according to specific
types of substrates, which pretreatment method or methods will provide the lowest
LCOE.
Table 1
Comparison of Pretreatment Techniques

Note: Various pretreatment methods are compared to aid in LCOE considerations.
Adapted from “Evaluation of Different Pretreatment Processes of Lignocellulosic
Biomass for Enhanced Biomethane Production,” by S. Dahadha, Z. Amin, A. A. B.
Lakeh, and E. Elbeshbishy, 2017, Energy Fuels, 31, p. 10345. Copyright 2017 by the
American Chemical Society. Adapted with permission.
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Part II:
I.

Novel Methodology for Measuring Efficiency in Biological Pretreatment
The Hansen Group in the Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry at Brigham

Young University has been investigating pretreatment techniques for over fifteen years. It
is in this lab that further research focusing specifically on biological pretreatment
methods to enhance biogas production in anaerobic digestion systems has been
researched. Considering the gap in knowledge and many unique pretreatment techniques,
this lab has followed recent research trends by investigating the environmentally friendly
and energy efficient use of biological strains of fungi and bacteria in anaerobic digestion
pretreatment.
Among the several viable strains of bacteria available, this lab has focused on
Caldicellulosiruptor bescii, like the published research presented by Mulat et al. in 2018,
for biological pretreatment research. A schematic of the anaerobic digestion process
researched is shown in Figure 1. A unique addition to this pretreated anaerobic digestion
process is demonstrated by the biogas conditioner in the given schematic. Although the
details of this conditioner will not be discussed here, it allows for the separation of H2S
and water vapor from the gases produced in the anaerobic digestion (AD) process. This
allows for a purer and more viable gas to be used for renewable energy. The remainder of
the schematic follows similar setups for other pretreated anaerobic digestion processes
that have proved to efficiently enhance biogas output. Namely, a variety of wastes can be
fed into a pretreatment tank of variable size with variable retention time, both of which
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are under consideration for study as well. The solution is then fed into an AD tank with
variable methods for mixing and the biogas produced is captured for use.

Figure 1. The schematic of a novel pretreatment system created by Dr. Jaron Hansen and
collaborators. A variety of wastes can be fed into a pretreatment tank commonly inoculated
with C. bescii. The substrate of choice and mixture is typically under continuous stir
conditions for variable amounts of retention time before being transferred into the AD tank.
Subsequent gas production is filtered to provide an almost pure methane gas product.

For now, this schematic will help orient the reader to the basic laboratory setup
we have established. Since running tests on a laboratory scale with 60 L digesters (Figure
2), we have since progressed to using a three, 500-gallon (1892 L) pilot scale digesters
(Figure 3). The experiments described in the remainder of this discussion were performed
in part with the laboratory scale equipment and in another part with the pilot scale
facility. Nevertheless, the results are detailed appropriately and help complement and
support the reasoning for using Caldicellulosiruptor bescii in biological pretreatment of a
variety of biomasses. In particular, the studies highlighted here focused on two very
common wastes: cow manure and waste activated sludge (WAS).
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II.

Experimental

Background
Tracking the efficiency of
biological pretreatment in
anaerobic digestion can be done
in a variety of different ways. In
this study, alkalinity tracking
was used, and key molecular
Figure 2. 60L digester
shown back left with
30L digester shown
front right in Hansen
laboratory at BYU.

Figure 3. 500-gallon
(1892 L) digester with
approximate dimensions
shown. This chamber was
operated at the BYU Farm
property during the
experiments performed
here.

intermediates were quantified to
demonstrate just one piece of
how the efficiency of this
process was improved by C.

bescii. These bacteria require a specific pH range in their environment to survive and they
also perform a unique glycosidic deconstruction in order to digest different wastes and
extract the food and energy they need to survive and proliferate. These bacteria secrete
over 400 enzymes that help them break down wastes in as efficient of a way as their
evolutionary biology has allowed them to have (Lochner et al., 2011). A key reaction they
perform upon deconstructing tough molecular networks of lignocellulose is the
subsequent breakdown of different six carbon sugars, particularly cellulose, in order to
produce energy for themselves as well as acetic acid and lactic acid byproducts.
These intermediate molecules increase the acidity and lower the overall alkalinity
of this step of the process. Acetic acid and lactic acid are then broken down further by the
AD bacteria to produce methane, carbon dioxide, and bicarbonate. This should decrease
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acidity and increase the overall alkalinity in the AD chamber. Thus, this process can be
efficiently measured by alkalinity tracking and molecular quantification to ensure C.
bescii is doing its part to efficiently pre-chew the substrate material before transferring it
to the AD bacteria to finish digestion. Additionally, it has been found that the amount of
acetic acid produced is of particular importance because this molecule tends to be
digested in such a way by the AD bacteria that a more efficient ratio of methane to carbon
dioxide is made in the ultimate biogas production step of this process. Lactate, although
important in determining how well C. bescii is digesting its substrates, does not produce
as optimal of a ratio of methane to carbon dioxide in its biogas.

The thermodynamics and kinetics of the pretreatment and AD processes can be
summarized by the following 4 steps.
Step 1 (pretreatment): C. bescii produces exozymes which catalyze hydrolysis of
cellulose and lignin at approximately the same rate. The products are sugars from
cellulose and hemicellulose and oxygenated aromatic compounds (OACs) from lignin.
Our work on WAS also shows that the exozymes from C. bescii also hydrolyze any
polyhydroxyalcanoates into the respective hydroxycarboxylate anions. If and how these
are metabolized by C. bescii is unknown, but the following discussion based on
lignocellulose as a substrate illustrates the metabolic processes during pretreatment.
Lignocellulose(s) + H2O(l) → sugars(aq) + OACs(aq)

(1)

The rate of reaction is proportional to the concentration of enzyme and number
of sites for attack on the lignocellulose.
d[products]/dt = kcat[exozymes][lignocellulose surface area] and kcat = Ae-Ea/RT (2)
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Brackets indicate concentration, t is time, A is an empirical constant, Ea is the
activation energy, R is the gas constant, and T is absolute temperature. Reaction rate is
thus expected to increase linearly with the concentrations of exozymes and feedstock
surface area and increase exponentially with temperature. Also, for the reaction to
proceed rapidly and to a large extent, conditions must be such that the Gibbs energy
change for the reaction, ΔG, is negative. ΔG = ΔH – TΔS where ΔH is the enthalpy
change, T is absolute temperature and ΔS is the entropy change. For reaction 1, ΔH ≈ 0
and ΔS is small positive, so ΔG is a small negative value, particularly at low
temperature as illustrated by the slow growth of fungi growing on lignocellulose at
low temperature. Obtaining a significantly negative ΔG therefore requires elevated
temperature and removal of products. Some of the products, namely sugars, are
removed by metabolism by C. bescii. Thus, obtaining a high rate for reaction 1
requires high temperature, high surface area feedstock, and a high concentration of C.
bescii in exponential growth stage. The OACs are not toxic or internally metabolized
by C. bescii.
Step 2 (pretreatment): The sugars from hydrolysis of cellulose and hemicellulose are
metabolized to acetic acid and lactic acid by C. bescii. Reaction 3 gives the expected
reactions at pH values of 5 and below in the absence of bicarbonate or any other base
capable of generating the anions from the acids.
Sugars, C(H2O)(aq) → xCH3COOH(aq) + yCH3CH(OH)COOH(aq)

(3)

The rate of reaction 3 is proportional to –ΔG, which for reaction 3 is small
since ΔH ≈ 0 and ΔS ≈ Rln2. This small value of –ΔG shows the reaction and thence
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growth of C. bescii would be slow or non-existent at low pH. Without energy for
growth and maintenance, the bacteria would slowly die.
Step 3 (AD process): In the presence of bicarbonate ion, acetic and lactic acids react to
produce acetate ion, lactate ion, and CO2 gas and water.
CH3COOH(aq) + HCO3-(aq) → CH3COO-(aq) + H2O(l) + CO2(g)

(4)

CH3CH(OH)COOH(aq) + HCO3-(aq) → CH3CH(OH)COO-(aq) + H2O(l) + CO2(g) (5)
CH3COOH(aq) + OH-(aq) → CH3COO-(aq) + H2O(l)

(6)

CH3CH(OH)COOH(aq) + OH-(aq) → CH3CH(OH)COO-(aq) + H2O(l)

(7)

These reactions provide the large majority of the Gibbs energy for activity and
growth of C. bescii. Bases other than bicarbonate such as ammonia can also act in
reactions 4-8, but no CO2 is produced. If the base is bicarbonate, these reactions allow
monitoring the progress of pretreatment by monitoring the CO2 gas rate, otherwise the
progress of pretreatment must be monitored by measuring the concentrations of acetate
and lactate produced in the pretreatment mixture. For these reactions,
ΔG = ΔG⁰+ RTln[acid anion]PCO2/[acid][HCO3-] or
ΔG = ΔG⁰+ RTln[acid anion]/[acid][OH-]

(8)

ΔG⁰ = ΔH⁰ -TΔS⁰

(9)

ΔG⁰ = -9 to -14 kJ/mole, ΔH⁰ is -9 to -14 kJ/mole, and ΔS⁰ is ≈ 0 for the
reaction to produce CO2(aq) or water from hydroxide ion. The entropy of CO2(g) is
158 J/K mole, so ΔG⁰ ≈ -56 kJ/mole at 25⁰C for the reactions as written. ΔG⁰ at 80⁰C is
≈ -65 kJ/mole. Because these reactions in the sequence are the only reactions with
large negative ΔG values, production of CO2 gas or water from reaction of the acids
produced with a base is essential for growth of C. bescii. Note that -ΔG gets
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numerically smaller as the concentration of acid anion increases, so the reaction may
slow as these concentrations increase and there may be a practical limit for bases other
than bicarbonate. ΔG is such a large negative for bicarbonate that this limit will not be
reached in realistic systems buffered with this base. Other buffers, such as
monohydrogen phosphate/dihydrogen phosphate (pH 7) has a smaller heat of
protonation and does not produce gas on reaction with acids, and thus may not support
growth of C. bescii. If addition of base to the pretreatment vessel is necessary, calcium
carbonate, CaCO3, needs to be investigated as an inexpensive way to control pH
during pretreatment. WAS and manure are particularly good feedstock for pretreatment
because they naturally contain sufficient base to provide complete reaction of the
cellulose and other polymers.
Step 4 (AD process): The supernatant solution from pretreatment contains acetate,
lactate, residual sugar, and OACs. The following reactions occur when the supernatant
from pretreatment is transferred to the AD reactor and inoculated with the microbes
from a working anaerobic digester.
CH3COO- + H2O → CH4(g) + HCO3-

(10)

2CH3CH(OH)COO- + 2H2O → 3CH4(g) + 2HCO3- + CO2(g)

(11)

2C(H2O) → CH4(g) + CO2(g)

(12)

The bicarbonate produced in these reactions maintains the AD reactor pH at slightly
basic levels, so no further control is necessary. Note that bicarbonate ion is not volatile and
will not contribute a significant amount of CO2 to the biogas as long as the AD pH is above
neutral. Gas composition depends on the relative amounts of acetate, lactate, and sugars.
Acetate produces 100% methane, lactate produces 75% methane, and sugars produce 50%
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methane in the biogas. It is unknown if the OACs are metabolized by the AD bacteria, but
if OACs are metabolized by the AD microbes, the gas from these will be 60-70% methane,
based on the average oxidation state of the carbon.
II.

Experimental Methods

A. Pilot-scale Facility
A pilot-scale (semi-continuous feed; 1500-gallon total volume) pretreatment and
anaerobic digestion system located on Powerhouse Rd., Spanish Fork, Utah was used for
this study. The system is composed of two 250-gallon storage tanks, a 500-gallon
anaerobic secretome bioreactor (ASB) pre-digestion vessel, and two 500-gallon anaerobic
digestion (AD) vessels operated in parallel. One AD vessel is a Continuously Stirred
Digester (CSD), named alpha digester, and the other is an Induced-Bed Reactor (IBR),
named beta digester. At start-up, manure was pumped into the ASB as well as both AD
tanks after which both AD tanks were inoculated with sludge from the AD tanks at the
Springville, UT wastewater treatment facility. After 48 hours, the AD tanks had reached
37°C and the ASB had reached 75°C and control runs and runs inoculated with C. bescii
were started. The IBR continued to operate at 37°C, but because of power input from
stirring, the CSD equilibrated at 41±2°C during continuous operation.
B. 30/60 L Bench Scale Reactor
Bench-scale system: Twin systems with 30 L vessels for pre-digestion and 60 L vessels
for AD were used in the study. One system was used for pre-treatment with C. bescii and
the other system was operated at the same temperature as a control. Pre-digestion vessels
were 10-inch diameter, 30 L steel vessels maintained at 75°C by two 1400 W silicone
rubber heaters and Love Controls 16B temperature controllers that maintained the
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temperature to ±2°C. The pre-digestion vessels were stirred continuously at 40 rpm by
paddle stirrers that extended to the bottom of the vessels. Anaerobic digestion to produce
biogas was done in two 10-inch diameter, 60 L, unstirred, steel vessels. The digesters
were maintained at 37°C by Love Controls 16B temperature controllers and 1400 W
silicone rubber heaters. Biogas produced in the digesters was measured with Alicat
Whisper integrating flow meters. The flow meters were calibrated with NIST traceable
Mesa Lab flow meters. The biogas was collected in Tedlar sampling bags for analysis for
CH4 and CO2 with Edinburgh Sensors gas analyzers calibrated with Airgas standard
mixtures of CH4 and CO2.
Feedstocks were mixed with sufficient deionized water to make a 29 L suspension
of 3 to 5% solids and poured into the top of the pre-digestion vessels, and after the
temperature reached 75°C, one liter of C. bescii culture was added to one of the vessels.
The pH in the vessel with C. bescii was measured with a Cole-Palmer double junction
electrode and pH meter calibrated with standard pH 4 and 7 buffers and maintained
between 7 and 8 by periodic addition of KOH pellets as needed. In the first set of
experiments, pre-digestion was conducted for 3 to 5 days after which the vessels were
drained through a 1/16 inch screen and the screened liquid pumped into the anaerobic
digesters after it had cooled to <40°C. Processing times for the control and C. bescii
systems were the same. The pre-digestion vessels were washed with distilled water
between trials. Two L of sludge was harvested from the bottom of the digester and added
back into the digester along with the pre-digested material to maintain the methanogen
culture in the digesters. Gas production was monitored until the flow rate dropped to
<200 mL/hr. at which point the digestion was considered complete.
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In a second set of experiments on manure and WAS, pre-digested material was not
screened, and a 5 L representative sample was pumped into the digesters. In addition to
C, N and P, total solids (TS), total volatile solids (VS) and chemical oxygen demand
(COD) were determined on the samples used in these experiments. TS was determined as
the mass of solids left after evaporation of a measured volume at 105°C and VS was
determined as the mass loss when the dried solids were heated in air at 550°C.
A common method for analyzing wastewater adapted from the Standard methods
for the examination of water and wastewater published by the American Public Health
Association was used to analyze 10 mL samples from each step in the pretreated
anaerobic digestion process. Samples were diluted with deionized and distilled water to
increase visibility of color change and allow for more accurate determination of the
equivalence point when approximately 0.1 M HCl was added to the solution with mixing.
The solutions of manure substrate varied in color from green, to brown, to black. This
complicated the process of visualizing the exact point of equivalence which turns the
solution from a blue green color, with bromocresol green-methyl red mixed indicator, to a
gray color. Samples were taken almost daily from the initial substrate chamber identified
as the tote from the pilot-facility, from the pretreatment chamber, which is labelled ASB,
and from two types of AD chambers that use unique types of stirring to check for novel
efficiency increases in either mixing method. These final two AD chambers were
differentiated by alpha and beta.
Data from these alkalinity tracking experiments proved to have a large margin of
error due to the obscurity of the substrate solutions. That being said, general trends
tended to follow the hypothesis that alkalinity would decrease in the pretreatment
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chamber and increase again in the AD chambers. This is part of why further molecular
quantification data was necessary to complement and support the efficiency of C. bescii
in aiding this digestion process.
High Performance Liquid-Chromatography (HPLC) was used to measure the
amounts of acetate and lactate in each step of this process as well. The same samples
were taken from the pilot-facility setup in similar fashion to the already described
methods for these analyses. Standards of predicted mM amounts ranging from about 030mM were made to control for these experiments. An Agilent HPLC Series 1100
instrument was calibrated using standards of acetate and lactate before running these trial
experiments. A 0.1% phosphoric acid mobile phase was used to suspend the samples
upon injection in order to ensure any acetate and lactate in the sample were converted to
acetic acid and lactic acid. This allowed for the necessary instrument resolution to
differentiate between peaks and identify mM amounts of acetic acid and lactic acid in
each of the samples.
Once again, some of the data obtained in this portion of the experiment showed
that some of our initial hypotheses were correct. However, complications in the
mechanical setup of the new pilot-scale facility ended up causing some issues in the final
data. Thanks to the combinative nature of multiple trials and experimental setups
however, the data we were able to obtain through these experiments proved to be useful
in the end.
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III.

Results

A. Alkalinity measurements from 17-day continuous trial in pilot-facility
In the pilot facility at the Spanish Fork, UT farm property of BYU, the Hansen
research group has the following setup shown by the schematic in figure 4 from Reid
et al. submitted. The ASB tank marked by #5 was inoculated with C. bescii before
running experiments with dairy manure initially stored in the tote marked by #1. This
schematic is similar to the animated version displayed earlier in that it contains a
place to insert waste (the tote), a pretreatment tank (the ASB), and an anaerobic
digestion tank (denoted by two types of digestion tanks, #’s 8 and 9).

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the pilot plant used in this work. The pilot plant has a 1.1 m3
storage tank (#1), a 1.1 m3 stirred storage tank for feeding the system (#2), a stirrer for
continuously mixing the feed tank (60 rpm Sew-Eurodrive) (#3), a diaphragm pump for
feeding the system (#4), a 1.9 m3 anaerobic secretome bioreactor (ASB) (#5), a pump for
continuous mixing of ASB (AMT, 0.8 m3 min-1) (#6), a water heater for maintaining the ASB
at 75°±5°C (#7), a 1.8 m3 continuously stirred digester (CSD) (#8) and a 1.8 m3 induced bed
reactor (IBR) for anaerobic digestion (#9), a digital control, measurement, and data recording
system (#10), two gas flow meters (Alicat Whisper) (#11), and a pump for continuously
mixing the CSD (0.8 m3 min-1) (#12).
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Samples were then taken from the tote, ASB, and AD tanks every day for 17
days. Alkalinity was measured in each sample by the method described in section IIIB. The clearest results obtained from these experiments are shown in figure 5. The
trends show a small increase in alkalinity from the tote to the ASB chamber and a
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Figure 5. A 15-day trial of alkalinity tracking that demonstrates an approximate increase of
20mM in alkalinity from the tote to the final stage in the AD chamber.
subsequent increase of about 20mM in alkalinity from the ASB to the AD chambers is
apparent. This data confirmed the hypothesis made regarding trends in alkalinity that
can be used to track the efficiency of C. bescii in digesting various substrates by
measuring alkalinity.

B. Chemical oxygen demand (COD) destruction from 17-day continuous trial in
pilot-facility
Figure 6 shows photos of the filtrate from the feedstock manure and from the effluents from
the digesters from a preliminary run in the pilot-facility. A major decrease in solids is apparent
and an 89% reduction in COD from the feedstock to the AD effluent was determined.
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Figure 6. Filtrate from 1.5% Bateman Dairy manure after C. bescii processing
for 38 hours, and after 77 hours of AD.

C. Quantifying acetate and lactate in two-day trial in 30/60 L bench scale reactor
In a sperate experiment, acetate and lactate data were obtained from a two-day run with
samples taken in approximate 3-hr intervals from our laboratory 60 L digester setup. This
experiment was run a couple of times and results can be seen in figures 7a and 7b below.
When regression lines were fit to these data, the coefficients of correlation (r2) were quite
low. The general upward trend, particularly in acetate, however, provide convincing
evidence that C. bescii aided in acetate production. This alludes to the confirmation of the
hypothesis that this bacterium does in fact improve the efficiency of the anaerobic
digestion process.
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Figure 7a. Trial 1: Acetate and lactate measured every 3-hrs after inoculation of a 30L
predigestion vessel with C. bescii digesting a 4.5% solution of manure.

Figure 7b. Trial 2: Acetate and lactate measured every 3-hrs after inoculation of a 30L
predigestion vessel with C. bescii digesting a 4.5% solution of manure.
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IV.

Conclusions

It appears, according to the hypotheses made and the experiments run, that C. bescii
can aid in the anaerobic digestion process by increasing efficiency in several ways. This
bacterium was shown by alkalinity tracking and molecular quantification HPLC
experiments to aid in the deconstruction of dairy manure. Further experiments can be
conducted to show this general trend through measurements of total suspended solids and
total volatile solids (TSS & VS) as well as through other types of testing. Additionally,
further testing ought to be conducted on a variety of other substrates to see how C. bescii
can efficiently breakdown a variety of wastes. The experiments performed here support
the conclusion that this unique bacterial strain can in fact aid the efficiency of anaerobic
digestion. By pretreating different substrates with the biological pretreatment method of
Caldicellulosiruptor bescii, one can likely expect to see greater biogas production in an
environmentally friendly and energy efficient manner.
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